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A standard quantum oracle Sf for a function f : ZN → ZN is defined to act on two input states
and return two outputs, with inputs |i〉 and |j〉 (i, j ∈ ZN ) returning outputs |i〉 and |j ⊕ f(i)〉.
For general f , this is the simplest invertible quantum map that allows the evaluation of any f(i)
with one call. However, if f is known to be a one-one, a simpler oracle, Mf , which returns |f(i)〉
given |i〉, shares these properties. We consider the relative strengths of these oracles. We define a
simple promise problem which minimal quantum oracles can solve exponentially faster than classical
oracles, via an algorithm which does not extend to standard quantum oracles. We then prove our
main result: two invocations of Mf suffice to construct Sf , while Θ(
√
N) invocations of Sf are
required to construct Mf .
Recent years have witnessed an explosion of interest
in quantum computation, as it has become clearer that
quantum algorithms are more ecient than classical for
a variety of tasks. [8,10,9,3]. One important way of com-
paring the eciencies is by analysing query complexity,
which measures the number of invocations of an \oracle"
| which may be a standard circuit implementing a use-
ful sub-routine, a physical device, or a purely theoretical
construct | needed to complete a task. A number of
general results show the limitations and advantages of
quantum computers using the query complexity models
[2,11].
In this letter we compare the query complexity anal-
ysis of quantum algorithms given two dierent ways of
representing a permutation in terms of a black box quan-
tum oracle. We begin with a short discussion of graph
isomorphism problems, which motivates the rest of the
paper.
Suppose we are given two graphs, G1 = (V1, E1) and
G2 = (V2, E2), represented as sets of vertices and edges
in some standard notation. The graph isomorphism (GI)
problem is to determine whether G1 and G2 are isomor-
phic: that is, whether there is a bijection f : V1 ! V2
such that (f(u), f(v)) 2 E2 if and only if (u, v) 2 E1.
(We assume jV1j = jV2j, else the problem is trivial.) Like
factorisation, GI is a problem which is not NP-complete
but for which no deterministic general case polynomial
time classical algorithm is known. Unlike factorisation,
no polynomial time quantum algorithm for GI is cur-
rently known either.
We are interested in a restricted version (NAGI) of GI,
in which it is given that G1 and G2 are non-automorphic:
i.e., they have no non-trivial automorphisms. So far as
we are aware, no polynomial time classical or quantum
algorithms are known for NAGI either. The following ob-
servations suggest a possible line of attack in the quan-
tum case.
First, for any non-automorphic graph G = (V,E),
we can dene a unitary map OG that takes permuta-
tions ρ of V as inputs and outputs the permuted graph
ρ(G) = (ρ(V ), ρ(E)), with some standard ordering (e.g.
alphabetical) of the vertices and edges, in some standard
computational basis representations. That is, writing
jV j = N , for any ρ 2 SN , OG maps jρi to jρ(G)i. Con-
sider a pair (G1, G2) of non-automorphic graphs. Given
circuits implementing OG1 , OG2 , we could input copies
of the state 1p
N !
P
ρ2SN jρi to each circuit, and compare
the outputs jψii =
P
ρ2SN jρ(Gi)i. Now, if the graphs
are isomorphic, these outputs are equal; if not, they are
orthogonal. These two cases can be distinguished with
arbitrarily high condence in polynomial time (see be-
low), so this would solve the problem.
Unfortunately, our algorithm for NAGI requires con-
structing circuits for the OGi , which could be at least
as hard as solving the original problem. On the other
hand, it is easy to devise a circuit, SG, which takes two
inputs, jρi and a blank set of states j0i, and outputs jρi
and jρ(G)i. Since SG and OG implement apparently sim-
ilar tasks, one might hope to nd a way of constructing
OG from a network involving a small number of copies
of SG. Such a construction would solve NAGI. Alter-
natively, one might hope to prove such a construction
is impossible, and so denitively close o this particular
line of attack.
Thus motivated, we translate this into an abstract
problem in query complexity. Our oracles here are speci-
ed quantum circuits which implement prescribed maps.
Since a quantum circuit can be reversed gate by gate,
this means that having access to an oracle O also im-
plies access to an oracle O−1 implementing the inverse
unitary map. We thus dene the query complexity of an
algorithm involving an oracle Of associated to a function
f to be the number of copies of Of and/or O−1f required
to implement the algorithm in a circuit that, apart from
the oracles, is independent of f .
Note that in the alternative model in which oracles are
taken to be black boxes supplied by a third party, one
should not assume that O−1 can easily be constructed
from O, as we know no way of eciently reversing the
operation of an unknown physical evolution.
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The following oracles are dened for a general function
f : f0, 1gm ! f0, 1gn:
 the phase oracle: Pf : jxijbi ! e2piif(x)b/2n jxijbi.
 the standard oracle: Sf : jxijbi ! jxijb  f(x)i.
Here x and b are strings of m and n bits respectively, jxi
and jbi are the corresponding computational basis states,
and  is addition modulo 2n. The oracles Pf and Sf are
equivalent in power: each can be constructed by a quan-
tum circuit containing just one copy of the other.
For the rest of the paper we take m = n and suppose
we know f is a permutation on the set f0, 1gn. There is
then a simpler invertible quantum map associated to f :
 the minimal oracle: Mf : jxi ! jf(x)i.
We can model NAGI, and illustrate the dierent be-
haviors of the standard and minimal oracles, by a promise
problem. Suppose we are given two permutations, α and
β, of ZN , and a subset S of ZN , and are promised that
the images α(S) and β(S) are either identical or disjoint.
The problem is to determine which. (This problem has
been considered in a dierent context by Buhrman et al
[5].)
For simplicity we take N = 2n, where n is an inte-
ger. We represent elements x 2 ZN by computational
basis states of n qubits in the standard way, and write
jSi = Px2S jxi.
Figure 1 gives a quantum network with minimal ora-





















FIG. 1. A quantum circuit for the permutation promise problem.
Let A = fα(x)jx 2 Sg and B = fβ(x)jx 2 Sg, one





j2B jji. The state of computation be-
fore applying the controlled gates is:
X
i2A,j2B
jiijji ⊗ (j0i − j1i



















A j0i outcome shows unambiguously that the images
are disjoint. A j1i outcome is generated with probability
1 if the images are identical, and with probability 1/2 if
the images are disjoint. Repeating the computation K
times allows one to exponentially improve the condence
of the result. If after K trials we get j0i at least once, we
know for certain that α(S) 6= β(S). If all the outcomes
were j1i then, on the Bayesian hypothesis that the two
possibilities were initially equally likely, concluding that
α(S) = β(S) has an error probability pK = 11+2K . Note
that pK is independent of the problem size and decreases
exponentially with the number of repetitions.
Clearly, a naive adaptation of the algorithm to stan-
dard oracles does not work. Replacing Mα and Mβ by
Sα and Sβ , and replacing the inputs by jSi ⊗ j0i, results
in output states which are orthogonal if the images are
disjoint, but also in general very nearly orthogonal if the
images are identical. Applying a symmetric projection as
above thus almost always fails to distinguish the cases.
This example suggests that minimal oracles may be
rather more powerful than standard oracles. To estab-
lish a more precise version of this hypothesis, we exam-
ine how good each oracle is at simulating the other. One
way round turns out to be simple. We can construct Sf
from Mf and (Mf )−1 = Mf−1 as follows:
Sf = (Mf−1 ⊗ I) A  (Mf ⊗ I)
where  represents the composition of operations (or the
concatenation of networks) and the modulo N adder A
is dened by A : jai ⊗ jbi ! jai ⊗ ja bi.
So a standard oracle can easily be simulated given a
minimal oracle, using just two invocations, one ofMf and
one of (Mf)−1. However, as we now show, the converse
is not true. Simulating a minimal oracle Mf requires
exponentially many uses of the standard oracle Sf .
First, consider the standard oracle Sf−1 which maps a
basis state jyijbi to jyijbf−1(y)i. Since Sf−1 : jyij0i !
jyijf−1(y)i, simulating it allows us to solve the search
roblem f ident fying jf−1(y)i from a database of N
2
elements. It is known that, using Grover’s search algo-
rithm, one can simulate Sf−1 with O(
p
N) invocations of
Sf [4] . In the following we explain one possible way of
doing that.
Prepare the state jyij0ij0ij0i, where the rst three reg-
isters consist of n qubits and the last register is a single
qubit. Apply Hadamard transformations on the second
register to get jφ1i = jyi
P
x2ZN jxij0ij0i. Invoking Sf





Using CNOT gates, compare the rst and third registers

























Taken together, these operations leave the rst and third
registers unchanged, while their action on the second and
fourth denes an oracle for the search problem. Applying
Grover’s algorithm [9] to this oracle, we obtain the state
jyijf−1(y)i after O(pN) invocations.
Lemma 1 The inverse oracle Sf−1 can be simu-
lated by a network that uses (
p
N) invocations of Sf
and (Sf )−1.
Proof The upper bound of O(
p
N) is implied by the
Grover-based algorithm just discussed. Ambainis [1] has
shown that Ω(
p
N) invocations of the standard oracle Sf
are required to invert a general permutation f . His ele-
gant proof (Theorem 6 of [1]) easily extends to establish
the same lower bound even if invocations of Sf−1 are also
allowed. QED.
Given Sf and Sf−1 , Bennett has shown how to simu-
late Mf within classical reversible computation [6] (also
see below). Now we can establish our main result:
Lemma 2 The minimal oracle Mf can be simu-
lated by a network that uses (
p
N) invocations of Sf
and (Sf )−1.
Proof Given Sf and Sf−1 , we can simulate Mf as
follows:
Mf ⊗ I = (Sf−1)−1 ⊗ S ⊗ Sf ,
where the swap gate S is dened by S : jai ⊗ jbi !
jbi⊗jai. From Lemma 1, Sf−1 needs (
p
N) invocations
of Sf and (Sf )−1. Therefore we get the upper bound of
O(
p
N) for simulation of Mf .
However this is the optimal simulation. For suppose
there were a network which simulates Mf with less than
Ω(
p
N) queries. The reversed network simulates Mf−1 .
From these two, by our earlier results, we can construct
a network that simulates Sf−1 with less than Ω(
p
N)
queries, which contradicts Lemma 1. QED.
In summary, constructing a minimal oracle requires ex-
ponentially many invocations of a standard oracle. We
can thus indeed denitively exclude the attack on the
non-automorphic graph isomorphism problem which mo-
tivated our discussion. We have not, however, been able
to exclude the possibility of directly constructing a poly-
nomial size network dening an Mf oracle for any given
1− 1 function f , which would lead to a polynomial time
solution of NAGI. Another interesting open question is
the general relationship between the complexity classes
BQPMf and BQPSf .
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